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Testimonial Protocol 

Have your assistant (or you can do this too) send an email to the client asking if they are willing 
to provide a testimonial of their work with you, and if they are, ask if they would be open to a  
10 minute phone or skype call to answer  
some questions.   
 
Send the following questions in advance of the session: 
 
1. What prompted you to start work with Karen?  What challenges were you experiencing? 
2. What were the highlights of your experience with Karen? 
3. What were the concrete results of your work with Karen?  Clients? Income? VIP days sold? 
etc.  
 
While they are answering the questions, type up their exact words.  Rewrite it into sentences 
and add a compelling headline.  Send it back to them as a draft so that they can approve as it is 
or make changes. 
 
When you send the draft to get their approval, also ask for their title, website and a photo that 
you can use on your website. 
 
Here are a couple examples:  

I received my first VIP client! 

During our coaching time together, Karen had been encouraging me 
to ask for a higher coaching rate. Wouldn’t you know it, a potential 
client just happened to call me out of the clear blue sky? Sure 
enough, I requested (and received!) my premium VIP asking rate. I was 
elevated to a level I’d never been before.  

Karen helped me expand my business model, as well as to create 
different ways to reach and connect with more clients. Karen took me 
from a more limited mindset and helped me expand my awareness 
and belief to be open to the higher amount of value that I offered.  

And that’s when I received my first VIP client, and I continue to operate and receive from this 
elevated space. Karen is a wonderful “Coach’s Coach.”  
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I highly recommend working with Karen, as she brings a powerful combination of her spiritual 
essence and her strategic business guidance to expand and strengthen your coaching 
practice. 

Christine Hazen Molina 
Life Coach and Consultant 
Heartfelt Workforce + Lifeforce 
Tucson, Arizona 
www.heartfeltworkforce.com  

 

The value I receive from working with Coach Karen has far exceeded 
my investment 

Karen Cappello is a remarkable mentor coach on many levels. Coach 
Karen comes to her work from such a committed and connected 
place. She cares so deeply about my success and I really appreciate 
that “it’s all about me” when I’m coaching with her. Karen always meets 
me where I am “in the moment.” She asks intuitive questions that 
inspire me to delve further. 

Karen provides additional ideas and resources and tools with such 
ease during our coaching conversations, that I have achieved my 
desired outcomes much more quickly! 

Coach Karen’s energy and attitude and approach to life and work and the world is simply 
refreshing. Her energy is so uplifting and so supportive and loving, yet she is always there to 
challenge and help drive you to new levels. Karen coaches with purpose and has helped me 
move forward with her systems and tools and processes. In addition to Karen’s amazing 
support, these practical tools are exactly what I’ve needed to learn. In summary, Coach Karen 
breaks through limiting beliefs and blockages while helping me employ practical tools to 
make it all happen. 

The value I receive from working with Coach Karen has far exceeded my investment. 

Dick Eaton 
Executive Leadership Coach 
Leapfroginnovations.com 

 

 


